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A.S. election results

By Mike de Give
Daily staff writer

The dismissal of the ROTC program from SJSU for discriminating
against gay and lesbian students
will be discussed today by a faculty group off campus.
The discussion, to be held at the
weekly meeting of Faculty for Social Responsibility, follows a faculty senate policy at California
State University, Northridge which
will abolish the ROTC there if the
university president signs the policy.
A Department of Defense policy
excludes gays and lesbians from
joining the military because such a
lifestyle "adversely affects the
ability of the armed forces to maintain discipline, good order and morale" and may lead to a breach in
security, said Army spokesman
Maj. Joe Padilla.
The policy is "what I consider
to he outrageous discrimination,"
said Wiggsy Siverisen, an SJSU
counselor and member of Faculty.
for Social Responsibility. "As
long as the campus continues to
support any program, that program
should be open to all students."
Any student may enroll in
ROTC for academic credit, regardless of sexual preference, said Lt.
Col. John Petrick, professor ot
military science.
He added, however, that the
armed services hold the right to
grant commisioning credits to students who have completed ROT(’
classes, which students need to become officers after they graduate.
The military will not grant commissioning credits to people who
admit to being gay.
Sivertsen
said
universities
should drop the program until the
Department of Defense changes its
discriminatory practices.
See ROTC, back page
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Daily staff writer
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The use of the theater to promote Black culture will be the
fix:us of a new class being offered next semester.
The class. Introduction to
Black Theatre 196A. will be
about the history of the Hack theater and drama, through literature, from 1885 to the present.
said Dr. Ethel Pitts Walker, who
will be teaching the class.
"The theater has been used as
a media." Walker said. "It’s
been a way to bring up issues and
talk about the ways and means
that African-Americans can help
themselves."
Theater is vital to everything
that goes on in African culture.
Walker said.
’Ceremonies are considered
to be events for combining natu-
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Washington wins top spot
By Adam Steinhauer
Daily staff writer
Arnez Washington, after a
vigorous "word of mouth"
campaign, defeated Jim Walters
and David William Myers II to
become the next Associated
Students president.
Washington made himself a very
visible candidate for the past few
days. talking to students and
handing out campaign fliers all
over campus.
"My first priority is to get with
Scott Santandrea as well as the
other board members to try to find

Course to examine
black theater history
By Christine De Graw

Study finds
activities fee
hike needed

ral elements," she said. "The
ceremony is theater."
The course will begin with the
1958 play "The Escape; or A
Leap for Freedom" by William
Wells Brown, the oldest play in
existence by a black author.
The class will also cover
works by about 12 other famous
playwrights such as Georgia
Douglas Johnson. Langston
Hughes and August Wilson.
"What we’re hoping students
get out of the class is a sense of
what African American life is
like, what it was like and how it
has evolved," Walker said.
Dr. Walker, who began teaching at SJSU in Fall 1989.
The class can be taken for general education credit, and will be
taught from 1:30 p.m. to 2:30
p.m. Monday. Wednesday and
Friday.

out what major programs they’re
running and to continue those
programs," Washington said.
"And then to get a grasp on the
office."
Washington campaigned with
promises of an A.S. that would be
more responsive to students’
opinions and would work more
closely with the Greek system,
campus media and other campus
organizations.
As his qualifications,
Washington listed his experience
as the former A.S. director of
public relations, as host of KSJS’s

"Hot Talk" show, as a former
resident adviser and as former
president of the African-American
Scholar Association.
Washington’s campaign was
plagued, earlier this week by
charges that he failed to follow
through with past responsibilities
and that he was incompetent in his
position as director of public
relations.
"I’m not sure ," said Washington
when asked if those claims against
him hurl his campaign. "To some
degree I think they did. To others
See ELECTIONS, back page

The Instructionally Related Activies fee, which presently constitutes $5 of a semester’s tuition at ’IRA is a vital
SJSU, is well overdue for an in- program.It has a
crease, according to a recent study.
S.ISU’s IRA fee, which is the direct effect on
lowest of the 20 California State
University campuses. funds such how students will
activities as intercollegiate athlet- be in the job
ics, music, dance, forensics and
communications on campus.
world.’
Tom Boothe. Associated Students executive assistant, composed a special report on the need
Scott Santandrea,
for increased IRA funding.
AS. President
The IRA committee, which is
composed of four students and four
faculty members, ssill be meeting
later this month to discuss the proFor instance, it the debate team
cedure for getting the proposition
placed on the upcoming ballot in wanted to fly to China or if the
marching hand needed new instrii
April.
"If the IRA committee approves merits then they "wouldn’t be in
the ballot language and they ap- the position to have to scrape to
prove the referendum then it will save money. They could just put in
go to the student ballot," Santan- a request." Santandrea said.
According to Boothe, the propodrea said.
The proposition was voted down sition did not pass last year beby six votes during last year’s elec- cause of low voter turnout and inadequate exposure.
tions.
"The campaign was terrible."
The fee $. as established in 1978
at $5 and has not been raised since, according to A.S. President Scott
according to Boothe. Ideally, Santandrea. ’Arnez Washington
Boothe would like to see the fee ran the campaign and did the worst
raised to $15. which would raise job I’ve ever seen in my life."
Washington, who ran for A.S.
SJSU to the median of IRA fees for
president in this year’s elections.
the CSU system.
said that as executive director of
"We are the lowest of all public relations last year, he was
the. . .campuses." Boothe said. given only two weeks to publicize
"We are not looking to put us at the initiative to get it to pass.
the top, hut at the average."
"The A.S. board really did not
If the proposition passes. then work for it," Washington said. "I
Santandrea plans to recommend was expected to do it all by mythat $4 of the $15 be set aside for a self.
special allocation fund. An addiWashington said that he was optional $100.000 to $120,000 posed to the increase, according to
would be available for a one-time an article that appeared in the Sparfunding allocation.
See FEES, hack page

Event Center arena to be named
By Denise Reynolds
Daily staff writer

The Student Union Board of Directors is still not finished playing
the name game with the newly-titled Event Center.
No, SJSU is not getting a new
name for the Event Center.
Instead, the directors are considering names for the Event Center’s
main arena such as Washington
Washington
Garden,
Square
Square Arena or Washington
Square Pavilion.
A.S. President Scott Suntandrea, also a SUBOD member,
thinks the Event Center is "such a
bland name." He proposed the
"Washington Square" idea. "I
felt that there was a need for a
for athletic
name at the arena
purposes,"
"Every good sports program has
a facility named after the campus.
like Pauley Pavilion at UCLA. We
have facilities on Washington
Square. It’s part of the university’s
history," said Santandrea.
Santandrea also believes that

’We will be in the same situation.
Students will be saying ’What took
you guys so long to come up with a
name."
Dean Batt,
Dean of Student Services
Washington Square will be a
:atchy name for advertising events
at the facilities.
However. SUBOD did not reach
a decision on the proposed name.
It was decided that test marketing
would be conducted of the users of
the facilities: the students, the athletic
department
and
Eric/Chandler, the building’s concert
promoter.
A preliminary deadline for the
board’s decision on the name could
be April 17. If not then the board
will have to decide by May I.
Dean Batt. Dean of Student
Services, was concerned about the

amount of time the board would
take before voting on the proposed
name.
"We will be in the same situation. Students will be saying ’
What took you guys so long to
come up with a name.’
Batt is in favor of the name for
the arena. "The Washington
Square concept is a good idea."
Members of the board voiced
concern over confusion between
the Event Center and the "Washington Square" name. However,
Santandrea contended that there
wouldn’t be any confusion.
"You’re not going to go to

Washington Square Pavilion to
work out, and you’re not going to
go to the Event Center to watch a
basketball game."
Pat Wiley, Student Union Associate Director, does not support the
renaming of the arena.
"Why call it the Event Center,
call it the Student Union Recreation and Event Center. That inrecreation
and
both
cluded
events," he said.
Gavin Green, another board
member cited disagreed with the
new arena names. Green said that
if the word "pavilion" was used in
the name people might confuse the
Event Center with the Pavilion
Shops in downtown San Jose.
In addition, Green said "there is
not a lot of’ outside recognition to
Washington Square."
The SJSU address of One Washington Square comes from the
original name of the 27-acre parcel
of land that extended from San
Fernando Street to San Carlos
Street and from Fourth Street to
Seventh Street.

Vigil held to remember unaccounted
By Tamara Thompson
Daily staff writer

On Thanksgiving Day 1967.
Sgt, Charles Davis told his pregnant wife that he was going back
for a third tour of duty in Vietnam.
The career Marine explained
that he wanted to do his part for the
war because it was a cause he
really believed in.
He promised to come home and
told his wife not to worry.
On March I. 1968, he kept his
promise. He came home in a flagdraped coffin with full military
honors.
Others, some 2,309 at the most
recent counting. never made it
home at all.
Candles were lighted at SJSU

Tuesday night in remembrance of
those still unaccounted for.
Pat Burritt. Davis’ widow, led
20 SJSU ROTC cadets and others
in a somber candlelight vigil at the
Spartan Memorial Chapel.
The ceremony was sponsored by
the Arnold Air Society. a professional honorary organization for
Air Force cadets.
is assistant state
Burritt who
coordinator for the National
League of Families, a group that
pushes for a full accounting of
brought this somber
Americans
reminder: "Freedom is not free."
The POWs and MIAs are where
they arc "because they suffered for
a cause they believed in and for a
country they loved," Burritt said.

Although the United States was
founded on the basis of freedom
and our wars are meant to ensure
freedom, "our cost has not been
free. It has been very high." she
said.
The NLF "believes prisoners
are being held until we have information to lead us to believe otherwise," Burritt said.
In 1981. President Ronald Reagan gave the MIA/POW issue
"high priority" and appointed
Gen. John Vassey Jr. as special
emmissary to Hanoi.
The goals in negotiations with
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos and
China are the return of live Americans, full accounting of the missing and return of any and all re-

mains.
Since October 1988, the remains
of 230 Americans have been returned from Southeast Asia.
"The persistence is showing results," Burritt said.
However. "there is no question
in our minds that Southeast Asian
governments have additional information on our missing."
According to Barrio. the uncertainty of simply not knowing the
fate of a loved one is worse than
being sure of his death.
"It’s an emotional limbo that
few people can understand," BurDaily at/01 photographer
Ken Kwok
ritt said.
"We cannot forget those who
gave their lives to preserve democracy in a foreign land." she said.
Assistant State Coordinator Pat Ruritt spoke about POW’s
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Letters to the Editor

Awards are
immaterial

Romero is close to home
!alma.
Regarding your front page artick in the Tuesday.
March 17 issue about the protesters remembering
Monsignor Oscar Romero.
The article failed to mention that the film "Romero" was shown on campus this semester and will
he shown again in the near future. The showing was
sponsored by a number of groups including the Associated Students. the Catholic Newman Community
and Amnesty International.
It surprises me that you fail to report something
that is so related and close-to-home. Judy Ryan at the
Catholic Newman Community would be the person to
contact if you wish to correct this oversight.
Dwayne Fancy
Sophomore
Psychology

WAS a cool night. just before Christmas.
IT
and I had just arrived home from another
hard day of reading. writing and learning. I
had no idea that. upon arriving home that very
one of the
night. I was in for a big surprise
y gnemlis.urprises I have ever received in m y
biggest
My parents told me that there was an envelope with my name on it on the kitchen table.
what could anyone
That started me thinking

Speeding is not always fun
Editor.
The column written by Tamara Thompson dealing with the speeding ticket is probably the most detrimental column I have ever read in the Spartan Daily.
It seems as though the staff has forgotten about past
SJSU students that have their lives on the highway.
Tamara’s smiling picture above this column reminds me of how many ignorant drivers our highway
system supports. Do you think she knows that, at high
speeds. a tire can blow off of a rim, or that if she has
to swerve to avoid a stalled car or another object, she
might lose control’?
Most of us have not been trained to drive at high
speeds. This is why we have a speed limit and why
our driver’s test does not include 90 m.p.h. speeds. It
is simple: recommended speeds should never be exceeded for several reasons:
I Most cars built today cannot handle high speed
braking and maneuvering.
2Most drivers do not have enough experience
driving at high speeds to make good judgement of future happenings.
3i0ther drivers cannot react and arc taken totally
by surprise when overtaken by a speeding vehicle.
I wonder if a trip to a wrecking yard would chage
Tamara’s mind about speeding. Maybe she will learn
that cars do collide and people do die and that nowhere does it say that she is exempt from these happenings.
Alfio Levy
Sophomore
Aerospace engineering
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Letters to the Editor

Pikes working on improvement

you that we are not crying about anything, but are
pulling together and working on improving our current situation. That is why it is all the harder when the
school newspaper is kicking us when we are already
down. It is not necessary to rub salt in our wounds.
The truth of the matter is that the Daily and some
others don’t really want us to improve. We need to
have the "Animal House" image so that people have
another thing to complain about.
Our charter was suspended because of the vast
amount of complaints coming to our national headquarters. That is why I can’t stand it when our own
Greek adviser Nada Houston. said that she was totally
surprised that our charter was suspended. How could
anyone who calls our national every time some neighbor is upset about loud music, everytime we sing a
song with swear words and to top it off, send a copy
of our calendar to them be surprised when we get suspended? The Greek adviser did not accept the vote
and he was told to step down. What happened to democracy?
If our charter is taken away, we will be nothing
more than a bad memory. I warn the other houses to
look out for who will be the next to go. We must stick
together as Greeks or we will be made weaker. When
a part of the body is injured, you don’t cut off; you
nurture your wound until it is healed. Right now, we
have people running around with knives acting like
they will solve the problem, but they won’t.
They will look for another house that is a problem and get rid of them also. However, what the
school did not give us, they can’t take away. Who
chose to be brothers and Pikes and always will be regardless of what happens to our charter.
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to he after every young
and for some reason. they were requesting my
services.
l
Then. I figured it was some mailiTerdzrmoirdganization telling me how much my
improve if I bought one of its products, probably one of those "instant zillionaire" schemes
that are always being shown on late-night television.
Then I thought. maybe it was one of my
old friends whom I haven’t heard from in a
while, perhaps front high school, community
college or maybe even grammar school, telling
ine how much they were thinking of me. It was
the last of these possibilities that appealed to me
the most.
However, once I got a look at the envelope. I was shocked, pleasantly shocked, to find
that it came from an organization named "Outstanding Young Men of America." I tore open
the envelope with a wild flourish. and I discovered that a friend of mine I had known since
high school had nominated me for "Outstanding Young Man of America for 1989."
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first feeling was "WOW!!" I had not
MY
been expecting anything like this ever in
my life. How in the world did my friend
ever hear of such an organization. Enclosed
with the envelope was a card instructing me to
put down some facts about myself, such as education, activities and any community service
work I may have done. Once I sent in the card,
a group of professionals would look it over and,
once it made its decision, OYM would let me
know whether I was selected.
I eagerly mentioned my work in the SJSU
Rotaract Club. a local Amnesty International
chapter and various projects I have done for Agnews, Friends Outside and local soup kitchens.
All the while. I wondered if I was really OYM
material, but I sent in my card the next morning, and I waited and hoped, knowing that even
if I wasn’t selected, I’d still feel honored knowing I was at least nominated.
Last Thursday. in the midst of a rather turbulent, stress-filled week, I received another
pleasant shock. OYM sent me another letter,
this time stating that I had been selected to he
one of the Outstanding Young Men of America
for 1989.
That, to me, was the silver lining in an
otherwise cloudy week. I was just so surprised
about the honor that I couldn’t stand it. The letter congratulated me on my efforts, and menhoned that, for a price, I could get my own
plaque with my name on it and, for another
price, a bound volume of the book "Outstanding Young Men," which would feature all those
men who had been selected for the honor
throughout history. Even if I chose not to purchase either item. I’d still get a certificate stating that I indeed had been selected for the OYM
honor.
I couldn’t help feeling a little suspicious,
and neither could my parents. They wondered if
this OYM business was no more than some
scheme to pedal its products, regardless of who
exactly was deserving of this honor, and I too
wondered if I was all that worthy of such an
honor.
We all came to the conclusion that OYM
was probably legitimate, but it’s best to call the
Better Business Bureau just to be sure.
In any case, it feels good knowing that
there is someone out there who has seen the
good that I do, and felt the need to let others
know about the good I do for others.
However, I must say that I couldn’t have
done any of it without the support of the many
people who have associated with me throughout
the years. Teachers, counselors, friends, relatives and my family. Through their efforts to
steer me in the right direction, their patience in
dealing with my personality and their love for
me, I have realized that I can make a difference
in other people’s lives.
I encourage anyone out there to do what
you can to make someone’s life a little better.
Seek out volunteer programs, such as Amnesty
International, Rotaract or many other organizations, and let them know you’re there to help.
While I can’t exactly guarantee that somebody will bestow some glorious award or
plaque on you for such efforts, the good feeling
you get inside of yourself after making someone
else feel good should be a big enough award.
Even if I hadn’t been selected for OYM,
I’d still feel good knowing that I was able, in all
that I do, to use my talents to help those
who
need help, and that’s all that matters tome.
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Vincent T. Oddo is an Associate Editor

Editor.
Thank you R.L. Qua: for displaying your outstanding artistic ability in the March 27 issue of the
Spartan Daily. The illustration showed a hulk of a
man wearing Pike letters, sunglasses and a child’s hat.
He cries like a baby while the national fraternity
scolds the gorilla figure as they take away the Pike
charter in the form of a lollipop.
Mr. Quik, you are nothing more than a fool. You
have generalized all Pikes as being big babies. I have
been in Pi Kappa Alpha for three years and know only
Editor,
one brother who comes close to looking like that carI’ve been a student at SJSU for many years and toon of yours. I happen to weight 155 pounds, stand
have always believed that the University Police De- five-feet-II and drink conservatively for fear of
partment did an adequate job in helping out people in throwing up my dinner. Do I tit your illustration? Not
need. An incident that occured to me a few weeks ago by a long shot.
however, really changed my views on the "willIt is very true that Pi Kappa Alpha has made misingness" of the UPD to help a stranded student.
takes and has had problems. Our calendar has ofI commute front Mountain View everyday during fended women and we sincerely apologize for that
the early morning hours to beat the crowds of students mistake. However, it was not our intent to degrade
who fill up our garages. I usually remember to turn off women, we just wanted to sell calendars. We learned
my headlights, but on this particular occassion. I for- that it was not acceptable to the women of SJSU so we
got to do so. As a result, when I returned back to my won’t do that again. Isn’t that why we are here at this
car that evening, it did not turn over. Fortunately. I re- university to learn and become more knowledgemembered that I had a set of jumper cables in my abe? Mr. Quik, on this other hand, set out to degrade
trunk, so all I needed was a car to jump start my car. a group and can degrade whoever he wants because he
The Fourth Street Garage was only sparsely filled has freedom of speech. Well, congratulations. you
with cars so I decided to get some help from our UPD. have a lot to learn about hypocrisy.
I walked over to the information booth at UPD
Our charter suspension is an opportunity for our
and explained my predicament. They were quick to house to prove our brotherhood to ourselves and to
respond, "We can’t help you. all of our cars are tied others. All of us may not be returning as active Pikes
up." I then turned around to walk back to my stranded in the fall, but I am optimistic about the new attitude
car only to see four police cars and a police van that will be among those of us who remain. I am
parked in front of the UPD station. I’m sure most peo- working hard to become president of Pi Kappa Alpha
ple would turn back around to the police station and next semester because I believe that we are a good fraask them why they needed to showcase these so-called ternity and have the ability to become better. I assure
"inoperable" cars in the lot, but I decided against it.
I eventually managed to find a person willing to
help me out with my problem. I didn’t get her name
but believe she works in the Office of Admissions and
Records. If you happen to be reading this letter.
"Thanks again."
If you happen to be working in the information
booth at the UPD and are reading this. "Thanks for
nothing."
Brian Sasaki
Senior
( ’finical ’laboratory science

UPD not always very helpful

Robert Nellis
Senior
Marketing
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’90 A.S. election draws few voters
Ity Nick Fisher
staff writer
Students weren’t exactly scrambling to the Associated Students
itlection polls Thursday afternoon,
lrying to cast their ballot before the
p.m. deadline.
"I didn’t know that elections
were going on until I saw this voting booth set up." said Denise Alexander, basking in the atternmm
sun in front of the Clark Library
polling station.
Alexander, a public relations
major, wished there was more
"hoopla about it."
At Bakersfield College, from
which she transferred, the candidates did much more to promote
the elections, she said. They spoke
in the quad, sponsored bands and
’people were excited about it."
"I haven’t had anyone give me
anything at SJSU)." she said. The
candidates "could do a lot more to
get the students involved.’
But of the 15 students interviewed. most had been given
Daily

’I really don’t think that student
government has an impact.’
Paul Lucero.
SJSU student
something
fliers. Trees and ing aerospace engineering, already
trees of fliers.
voted. He based his decision on
Ildiko Szoboszlay a freshman candidates fliers also.
"I look at their fliers and see
studying advertising. voted. She
based her decision on the fliers she y, hat they’re trying to do." he
had been handed, Stoboszlay said. said:
She was even handed a flier while
He, too, is not that familiar with
she was being interviewed.
what A.S. does.
When asked why he votes, he
Szoboszlay planned to trek over
to the voting booth later in the day. said. "Why nor? It doesn’t take
take one last look at the fliers and that long."
Niloular Saghari. sitting in front
cast her vote.
"If I didn’t vote I’d feel bad." of the polling booth at Clark Lishe said.
brary, said she didn’t plan on castShe said that she is not too fa- ing her ballot. Although she has
miliar with what Associated Stu- been a part-time student here since
dents actually does, but she cast 1985. she just "never got into it."
her ballot out of a sense of obliga"I have no idea what Associated
tion.
Students does." she said.
But Paul Lucero. a senior, said
Phillips Ngyen, a junior studyhe would cast his ballot later in the
afternmm. lie said he knows one
of the candidates running for president. But. Lucero said he would
not vote for any of the offices.
"I really don’t think that student
government has an impact," he
said.

Concert will benefit
local family shelter
By Adolfo Torres
Daily staff writer
Members of the SJSU Chapter Mu Phi Epsilon will hold
their second annual April Fool’s
Concert to benefit the San Jose
Family Shelter Sunday in the
Concert Hall of the Music
Building.
The event put on by the music
department’s fraternity will feature recitals. narrations, and
music compositions by students
faculty and staff members.
There will be a special appearances by Julia Wade. a
principal with the San Jose
Opera: Ted I.ucas. chair of the
music
department:
Allen
Strange. faculty member and
winner of the President Scholar
Award in 1989 and many other
performers.’
The event is coordinated by
Yvonne Aios-Gomialez, a seniorinthuste. and Ann Lee, a’
AVM
nnrs
performance,
and president of the Mu Phi Epsilon Chapter.
"We were looking for an opportunity to serve the community." Lee said.
The club contacted Gary
Leith, administrator fund raiser
for the shelter and began to
work on the concert.
The club will try to promote
friendship with their music,
according to Rios-Gonzalez.
"We want to help people
around us."’ she said.
Brian Holmes, a professor in
the musk department, will have

Steve Jittlith, a music student
recite and sing a tale about the
communist cultural suppression
under Mao Tse-Tung, China’s
chairman until he died in 1976.
His performance will include
illustrations of the suppression
accompanied by the a tuba.
The poem is about how
Chiang Ching, the chairman’s
wife supers ised artistic life.
"Poems. paintings, hooks
and plays failed without her
word of praise." the poem says.
According to Holines. Ching
suppressed the tuba because it
was part of the Western Culture,
and "agitated for more democracy’, he said.
Lucas’ performance will be a
composition of flute, trombone
and computerized music, he
said.
This will he his premiere, becauqe the piece has never been
fietird befm-e!,1 said.
"11411ejtibeliecIS will be donated
to the San Jose Family Shelter,
the only shelter in the nation
that provides on-sight job training, according to Leith.
The shelter has 45 rooms and
43 are being used by families
who can be housed for up to six
months, he said.
The training offered gives the
families a "skill," so they can
work and be productive. Leith
said.
Everyone is encouraged to attend the event and by doing so,
they will help a worthy cause.
Rios -Gonzalez added.

Professor
awarded
$1 million
A
LOS ANGELES (API
black college professor denied tenure at Claremont Graduate School
was awarded more than $1 million
by a jury that determined he had
been discriminated against because
of his race.
"The decision is a triumph over
the old boys’ system." Godfrey
Issac, attorney for professor Reginald Clark. said Wednesday.
Issac said he believes the recent
judgment was among the first of its
kind involving a black professor’s
tenure.
"I feel good." said dark, now
an instructor at California State
University. Fullerton. "Claremont
is an apartheid institution disguising itself by tokenism hiring," he
alleged. ’l hope this sends a message throughout the country that
this must stop."
When Clark was dismissed from
the 60-year-old Claremont college,
there had never been a tenured
black, Asian or Hispanic professor, according to court documents.
The school belongs to the Claremont University Center group of
colleges.
Clark had been at Claremont
five years when he applied for tenure. He previously taught at Chicago State University.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
arid staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 am. No
ohone-in items will be accepted.
TODAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Career exploration by computer. 12:30 p.m..
BC 13 Call 924-6030
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Shabbat dancing, 10 p.m.. The Edge in Palo Alto. meet at
Teller Machines 8 30 p.m Call 286-1531
AD CLUB: Murphy Competition deadline.
$5 Call 924-3270
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: Intl F.D. class
beg sit (drop-ins welcome) 8 pm to 10
p m . Women s Gym SPX 89 Call 293-1302
or 287-6369
AKBAYAN: Dance. 8 p m to midnight
Northside Community Center (6th and Empire St) Call 773-0673
SATURDAY
BETA ALPHA PSI: Free Income Tax Assistance. 9 a.m to 1 pm, BC 213 Call 9243492.
SUNDAY
SJSU JAll STUDIES DEPT.: Lisa Alberto.
senior recital. 8 30 p m SJSU Studio
Theatre (5th and San Fernando, Call 2750157
SPARTAN TRACK CLUB: Spartan Gold
Hush Run, 9 am TIME CHANGE Move
Jocks Ahead One Hour). Hellyer Park Call
i71-8164
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday worship
10 45 a m Lutheran Worship 6 30 p m to 8
p m Catholic Mass. Campus Christian Center Chapel, 10th and San Carlos Call 2980204
SJSU JAZZ STUDIES DEPT.: Lisa Alberto
Senior Recital w Plastic Jungle. 8 30 p m.

Studio Theatre Call 275-0157
MONDAY
A.S. INTER CULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE: Food Bazaar meeting. 3 p.m., S.U.
Montalvo

Claremont attorney Catherine
Hagen, speaking for the college.
said the decision would be appealed. There was a mistrial in the
case last year when three jurors became ill.
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Bei11115e Main .tindent% ore not
amassed debts ill hundreds of dolon I wows every day. YesterDady lar. on posters. fliers and other
He said that most candidates run provide% redklEn With II recap of
costly campaign tools. Jim Waltor office to make their resumes the previous dos’ shop stories.
ters. a candidate for president. has
more aitractise
For the first time in almost a de- spent S392 sin artwork and the
Lucero has voted in other elec- cade. students going to the polls
printing of campaign posters. busilin- other friends.
tions
tor the Associated Students elec- ness cards and fliers.
Dorothy Horton, a member of tion, will not have a choice hethe League of Women Voters, meen independent candidates and
[ 1
helped out at the soling booth She a party system
No lawsuit will be filed for the
said most students who walk by the
Last year’s landslide s miry by time being against the CSU Board
table do not stop and vote, al- the independents marked the end of Trustees by aft organization that
though she said the tables had been of a number of party systems had threatened litigation. 11w First
busy.
which had dominated campus gos - Amendment Coalition had threatMany students that do vote, she eminent for almost 10 years.
ened to tile suit to open records of
said, do not vote for all the posia Nov. I meeting when the trustLl
tions. Some vote only for a partiesBy the time this year’s A.S. ee’s discussed and voted on pay
lar issue or a particular candidate.
elections are over, some of the raises of up to 43 percent for uniTodd Bissey. taking a break on a candidates will have spent or versity executives.
bench in front of a mound of campaign signs. was one of the students who passed by.
"I’m just not interested in it."
he said. "I just don’t see it as affecting me."
Voted Best Bookstore
Bissey, who is completing his
in the Bay Area
fourth year at SJSU, has never
voted in an election. ". . . And I
Mon.-Thur. 10 a.m.-9p.m.
ant proud of it." he said.
Fri.& Sat. 10 a.m.- 10p.m.
Bissey said he is concerned
Sun. 12 p.m. - 8 p.m.
about the price increase for parking
stickers, but said that he will graduate sixm anyway .

‘WI Cash For Your Books

Recycle
Book Store

For the Record
In Amer Washington’s candidate profile that appeared in the
March 27 issue of the Spartan
Daily. it should have stated that
Washington wants to establish an
adhoc committee with fraterni6es.
sororities, athletics, commuters
and the campus media.

11Wri.

Kring Part Time / Full Time
Experienced Cashier /Carwash Help
Apply in Person

2345 South 7th / Tully
Son Jose

1

pir

COUPON

FREE DELIVERY

In an article dealing with the
Derby Days incident that appeared
in the March 29 issue of the Spartan Daily. it should have said the
incident happened on Wednesday.
In the same article, a student
should have been identified as
Norman Lieberman.

California Carwash
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Spartans sweep
Reno in tennis

Flor Cadig al’s victory
is zenith in team’s loss
By Randy Robertson
Doty Nan writer
Flor Cadigal’s two -set win
over Andrea White vs as the
women’s tennis team’s lone victory. over Sacramento State
Wednesday. Tipe Spartans 10-161
lost to the Hornets 8-1.
Cadigal won two tie-breakers
to heat White 7-6. 7-6. In the
second set she was down 6-5 but
broke White’s serve to force the
tie -breaker.
"It was a good win for her,"
Sacramento State coach Stephen
Gordon-Poorman said. "Andrea’s a good player. Flor’s a
tough competitor."
"It was a huge win for her.
one of the biggest of her career,"
Spartan coach Bill Cole said.
Top-seed Patty Cornelius led
early but lost in straight sets to
Holly Evans 4-6, 1-6.
Both players had trouble serving, and in the first set there were
seven service breaks. Cornelius
opened the set by holding serve
and breaking Evans. However,
Evans broke right back and the
two players split the next two
games, with each player losing
her service game.
"Both of us weren’t really
serving that well." Cornelius
said. "Usually my serve is the
best part of my game. When ii’s

oft I’m in trouble
Cornelius injured her right
ankle in the fifth game of the first
set, but the pain went away, she
said.
One pain that didn’t go away
was in her hack, where she has a
chronic pinched nerve She injured her back in a car accident a
few years ago, and it hurts at various times in her notches.
Second-seed Dawn Dibley lost
in straight sets to Melanie Wolters by a score of 1-6. (1-6. Lyn
Cadigal. Floes younger sister.
lost to Kerry Brown 2-6. 3-6.
The remainder of the matches
were all two-set losses for SJSU.
Despite the team’s record h.s
season. Cole remains optimistic.
He said this year’s team has a
better attitude than in the past.
when there was strife and ill feelings within the team. That is
something to build on. Cole said.
"You couldn’t ask for better
attitudes and more motivated
people," he said. "That has
been the reputation total dissension. We had to clean house.
Next year we will bring in some
new plaNers and things ss I I start
Ti) roll

Rick Romagosa Daily stall photographer
Spartan Patty Cornelius frustrated after a recent loss

Season
on line
for S.J.
Jammers
By Tamara Thompson
Daily staff writer
The San Jose Jammers are still
in it.
At least until tonight when they
meet the Rapid City Thrillers for
the last game in their best-of-five
Continental Basketball Association
playoff series.
The Jammers forced the final
game with a 121-113 victory
Wednesday night at the Event Center.
San Jose could have taken an
early lead in the series but the Jammers lost a heartbreaker 98-97
Tuesday night after racking up a
23-point lead in the second period.
The Jammers led 63-49 at the
half but three key errors and some
quick thinking by the Thrillers
quickly turned the tide.
To bridge the gap. Rapid City
used a motion offense with three
built-in scoring options.
"It became their tempo," said
Jammers coach Cory Russell.
"Our defense was fine but the
offense wasn’t there." Russell
said.
The Thrillers scored on the play,
known to the players as number
50, four of the five times they used
it in the third period.
Sometimes it was the juniper off
the wing, sometimes the post-up.
Then there was the screen for another post up if the first failed.
There were two finds that saw
Jarvis Basnight shooting 4-4 front
the line, then a delay of game penalty that gave the Thrillers a much-

SPARTAN

SPORTS
defeat Burgess and Durandegui 6
4. 6-2 in the number one double.
match.
Fifth seed Mauricio Cordova
took just over an hour to down
Marcus Page 6-3. 6- . Afterwara:
he paired with sixth seed Guy 11kahashi to win the second double’s
match 6-3. 7-6.
Coach John Hubbell was min’s:
lied with his team’s pertnrmance.
"Everybody’s healthy. and we.
were really looking forward 10
playing today. We got off to a
good start which makes everythihe
a lot easier,’’ Hubbell said:
"They’re a young team that we
haven’t played in a while, so we
didn’t know what to expect."
The team faced the Air Fored
Academy late Thursday but result
were not available at press time:
The team will face Long Beach
State Monday at South Campus.
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Michael Caulfield. Daily staff photographer

’Our defense was fine but the offense
wasn’t there.’
Cory Russell,

needed extra possession.
Finally a missed rebound gave
the Thrillers the opportunity to
come within six and another turnover saw Keith Smart on the breakaway jam for two more.
Following another Jammer foul,
Smart made good on two freethrow
attempts to tie it up at 74.
The final period was a point-forpoint contest that dragged on until
the final seconds.
The last shot by Pearl Washington with one second remaining
swirled in the hoop and jumped out
as the buzzer sounded.

Washington finished the night
with 5 points and 8 assists.
David Boone had 16 points and
14 rebounds, and Chip Engelland
had a game-high 28 points, including 3 of 6 from 3-point range.
For the Thrillers, Smart had 25.
and Basnight 21. including 9 of 10
from the line.
In Wednesday’s contest, Engel land had 24, Washington 22, and
Butch Hayes 17 in the winning elfort.
The two teams meet tonight in
South Dakota for the deciding
game.
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LOSE UP TO 29 LB.
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Rapid City’s Jarvis Rasnight
clashes with Jammer David Boone
as they go for a rebound in Tuesday night’s playoff game.

Jammers head coach

UNLV forward’s play is spectacular and steady
LAS VEGAS (API
Alter
coaching Larry Johnson and the
United States team to a gold medal
in the World University Games last
summer. Purdue’s Gene Keady
contemplated the impact the junior
college transfer would have at
UNLV.
1 don’t want to put any pressure on Jerry (Tarkanian) but I sure
wish I had him," Keady said.
Whatever team he plays on has a
chance to win the national title
with him."
Thirty-eight games later. UNLV
is two wins away from that national title. The Runnin’ Rebels returned a talented class of four starters. hut it is Johnson who turned
another perennial Tarkanian top 10
team into a Final Four team that
oddsmakers here favor to win it
all.
"He’s everything I thought he
would be. plus more," Tarkanian
said Monday. "Larry puts us to
that level where we can compete
and win a national championship."
Johnson’s play on the court has
been rock steady and at times spectacular. The 6-foot-7 junior averaged 20.9 points and 11.2 rebounds a game, leading the Rebels

1.awence J. Salisbur
Daily statl writer
The men’s tennis team lost only
one set and improved its record to
6-11 en route to 8-0 thrashing of
the University of Nevada at Reno.
Wednesday at South Campus.
Fourth seed Toby Mailrave)
couldn’t hold his serve at 6-5 in the
second set and eventually dropped
a 7-6 decision to Reno’s Calvin
Thompson, after winning the first
set by the SUMO score.
It was the only set SJSU lost all
day.
McElravey went on to win the
third set 6-1 to complete SJSU’s 60 sweep of the singles matches.
The Spartans also swept the
doubles matches 2-0.
The number one seed Mike
Chinchiolo defeated the Wolfpack’s Andres Durandegui 6-0, 64. Durandegui, a freshman, is a
foreign transfer student from Sweden.
"He played a pretty good game.
He’s just a freshman. so I had a
little more experience than him. I
left pretty confident all day.
though." Chinchiolo said.
Chinchiolo struggled with his
serve all day and had to rely on
strong baseline play for the win.
"My groundies and volleys
were pretty good. but my serve
was really lousy. I’ve got to work
on it," he said.
Second seed Brian Eagle cruised
Ii’ a 6-3. 6-1 victory over UNICs
Ryan Burgess while third seed
Billy Ball, still recovering from an
injury, scored a 6-4. 6-2 win ovei
John Sirelius.
Ball also paired with Eagle ii
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The Best Temporary Jobs
in America

The 1990 Census is a big job. We need thousands of part-time
and temporary workers. Would you like to be one of them? You
just have to pass a simple test and meet a few other
requirements, and you can earn from $6.75 to $9.50 an hour
depending on where you live. For more information call
283-5000 or 283-5001.
Answer the Census. It Counts for More Than You Think!

CENSUS ’90

It’s time you gave yourself a GSE m
If you’re sexually active, you should know about the
GSE. GSE stands for genital self-examination Its
a simple examination you can give yourself to check
for any sgns or symptoms of a sexually transmitted
disease. Send for your free GSE Guide today Because when it comes to sexual relationships. there
are some important things to look out for
To receive your free GSE Guide, simply fill out and
return the coupon or call, toll-tree, 1-800-234-1124.
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Lacrosse season
closes with win
By Mark Smith
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1 he SJSU Lacrosse Club ended its
season on a high note with an 18-17 victory over the UC-Irvine club Tuesday afternoon at South Campus.
The club is attempting to schedule additional games.
"This was a good game to win, but a
had game to lose," said third year Spartan
player/coach John Hagele.
Breaking a seven game losing streak,
the Spartans finished the regular season
with a 2-9 mark. The loss dropped the
Anteaters to 4-7.
UC-Irvine traveled with only 11 players and the Spartans took full advantage of
it by jumping to a quick 7-2 first half lead.
They never looked back.
The Spartans were led by Joel Dibble’s six goals and Hagele’s four goals.
They combined for seven out of the last
nine goals scored in the second half. Hagele scored the last two, icing the victory.
Highlighted by these two outstanding
performances, the bigger acheivement was
the Spartan’s ability to play as a team. Especially on offense.
SJSU’s main weapon was a set oftense. similar to basketball. This type of
offense needs proficient passing, which
the Spartans demonstrated with positive
results.
Spartan senior mid-fielder Iliad Rodriquez made what is most likely his final
collegiate game memorable, by dishing off
lour assists.

LAS VEGAS I API - A 13-year
court battle between UNLV coach Jerry
Tarkanian and the NCAA ended with the
signingol an agreement on the eve of his
departure for the Final Four in Denver.

SPORTS
"The offense played well," said defensive man John Dalman.
The defense on the other hand had
trouble containing the thin, but tough UCIrvine (offense. The Anteaters tied the
score at 15 early in the fourth quarter, hut
the offense had enough firepower to hang
on for the victory.
Even though the Anteaters were
under-manned, the team showed great stamina and persistence. according to Spartan
players.
Lacrosse combines the non-stop action of hockey and soccer with the contact
I of football.
Enthusiastic crowd support from approximately 30 Spartan fans, was inspirational in the Spartan’s victory, players
said.
"It was nice to see some friendly
Nees." said Hagele.
Only five Spartan rooters showed up
to the "St. Patricks’s Day massacre" at
Santa Clara. which the SJSU lost handly
3 1-2.
The Spartan lacrosse club is trying to
set up three games in the next two months
against USC. UC-Davis and Menlo College.

The agreement prevents the NCAA
from pursuing a two-year suspension of
Tarkanian it first sought in 1977. It calls
for Tarkanian to pay S21.004 in court
costs and legal fees incurred by the
NCAA. plus nearly S350010 in his town
legal fees.
"Obviously. I’m very pleased it’s all
over with." Tarkanian said prior to his
club’s final workout Wednesday before
departing for Denser and his third trip to
the Final Four. "It has been a very difficult part of my life. I’m glad I don’t have
to worry about it any longer."
Tarkanian and his No. 2 -ranked Runnin’ Rebels left for Denver Thursday
morning in preparation for Saturday’s
meeting with Georgia Tech.
The signing of the agreement closed a
chapter in Tarkanian’s long -running battle
with the NCAA.
The bitter legal hassle began in 1977
when the NCAA placed UNLV on probation for two years and ordered Tarkaniait
suspended for two years for recruiting violations. The university served the probaShannon M Slamon - Daly stall photographe
tion but Tarkanian went to court, obtained
SJM defensive player John Dittman blocks a pass in the lacrosse club’s 18-17 win over an injunction against the NCAA and the
university, and continued coaching.
t ’-Irvine on Tuesday. The victory gave the club a 2-9 record for the season.

Giants beat Athletics in exhibition game

Pro nose tackle signs with 49ers

SCOTTSDALE. Ariz. (AP) The victory on a blustery day
Four San Francisco Giants’ pitch- snapped a 10-game winning streak
ers collaborated on a four-hitter by the A’s over the Giants. Oakand Robby Thompson belted a land had won 13 of the previous 14
two-run homer Thursday in a 4-0 games between the clubs over the
exhibition baseball victory over the last two years. including a World
Oakland Athletics.
Series sweep.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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YOUR VOTE

to rep-

reent you, the students of SJSU
DAVID WILLIAM MYER tl for AS
President 90 I care about YOU
Wes to 17475 Skyline Blvd, Los
Gatos. Ca 95030 concerning
YOUR VIEWS
Finally a candidate who will rep
resent student .01.01., period.
AVON.. Buy or .11 Call me loday
(local Avon Rep) & I WI send a
book to your home or business’
Super special. for everyone
Share lite book with family, coworkers & friends & receive up to
50% off on your own order, Thank
you Also, good parl-time income
for the holidays Call JANE at 2515942
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY’ Start your

MATTRESS SETS.
Twin set 179, full

Starter Kelly Downs began the
SAN FRANCISCO IAN -Fred
shutout with two innings, yielding
one hit. Rookie left-hander Eric Smerlas traded a little less money
Gunderson followed with three in- for what he called "a perfect situanings of one-hit pitching and Jeff tion" with the San Francisco
Brantley was touched for two hits 49ers.
The five-time Pro Bowl nose
in three innings.
tackle agreed in principle Wednesday to accept a one-year offer reportedly worth $850.000 from the
Super Bowl champions instead of a
guaranteed SI million from the
Classified
New England Patriots.
"San Francisco offers what
PART TIME DAY
with professors own detellecl soBEDS. NEW’
Public school teacher needed this
lutions
Available tor 8 engiset S119 queen
every football player dreams of,"

set $139. king sal $179 For both
pieces’ Ounkbeds $99 Day beds
$99 5 pc bedroom set 1199

fall for high quality developmental
co-op public school in Willow
Glen Campbell area Call KELLY

Desks $74 dressers $79. Ovate
5.46 bed-franw. delivery. (416)

at 377-1595 Application dead*.
la April ilth

745.0900

HELP WANTED

Eel 13K4250
ATTENTION GROWING SALES TEAM
needs sales reps IMMEDIATELY

RUSTY SCUPPER RESTAURANT is
hiring. Food server. and host.
es.’
Apply
Monday -Friday
230901.5901 or call 245-2911

Flex hrs Call 120.0185

Sunnyvale
SECURITY OFFICERS’.’
NEED CASH,
CAVE SECURITY 15 51009 for full

835-8885, ext R4250

Assistant manes. with speri
ence Westminister Lace 241 -

and pert time positions
All shifts available
1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
Call 946-2283 8-4 PM for info

AVAILPOSITIONS
CHILDCARE
ABLE!, Full 11, part lime perm*.

Please send check to HART Box
110766. Campbell. Ca. 95008

suite V. Los Altos. (415) 949-2933

SECURITY OFFICERS
Security officers end moss..
gets All sh)fts. FT PT. we will
train Apply In person 24 hre 7
we. ACUFACTS. 100,
days
260 Meridian An. . Son Jo.

PERSONAL

7273
PL AN

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL
Enroll now. Save your teeth eyes
end money. too Cleaning. and

&Ike visits at no charge For bro.
chime see AS office (Student
Health Center) Of call (408)3718811 In San Jose
U S S BOXER REUNION
Was your
father,
Granddad.
Uncle. Cousin. Brother or Friend
one of the 50.000 In.,, who served
on the U S S Boxer CV217 If so.
wear, having. reunion in Pensacola. Florkla in Oct The dates are
lOth. 11th. 12th & 13th For more
Info call John Montan at (4,5)
656-1497

AUTOMOTIVE
ATTENTION-GOVT

vehicles
born 1100 Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes. Chissys Surplus Buyer"
Golds

Call

seized

1-602-838-8685.

Bet A4250
SEIZED CARS. TRUCKS. a -wheelers.
TV’s, stereos, furniture, computers by DEA, FBI. IRS end US custom. Available your arse now
Coll 1.805482-7555, ext. C-1255
112 PLYMOUTH CHAMP! Twin @lick,
rune groat need, body and int.
Hor work
tune-up and smog.
0700 Cell 272-1127 eves sends
112 VW RABIT AT, 4 dr. AM FM can.
sotto. Ncellont condition In loot
02395 or Mei offer Call .1411-8680
’49 DODGE CORONET. desk. runs
great, orlg owner, under 100K
011.62800 015)948-1403

staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local residential Mill.
lies for young Nulls & Notescents with sulisin & related disabilities FT & PT positions Nei
Starting $646 25 hr Call (408)
448-3953
for
HIRING
NOW
CRUISESHIPS
spring, Christmas and next sure
nor breaks Many positions Call

DAY CAMP STAFF from the San FranCounselors.
Bay
cisco East
Swim Director. Swim Slab Riding
Instructor, Fishing and Waterfront
Staff. Sports. Enver Ed. Maintenance Postilions ROUGHING IT
DAY CAMP Orinda (415) 2933795
EARN BIG BUCKS
Campus Connection, the lop collage magazine need. ambitious
students Cisin greet Wain....
pert.. earn up to 6I,000 and
powerhouse your resume so you
sell ad space and help publish

FOR SALE
PENTDOWNTOWN
HOUSE condo 2 BR 2f1A IWO
Perking spaces Minutes .way
from SJSU 6199 000
Triplex, I tor 1 be units Near

FABULOUS

ilte
semen, Willow Glen
Greet location & rental 6255,000
Nine & Dawn 925-9899 Cornish 11
Carey Really

school s edition

your

Cernpu

Connection provides Ntensive
treeing, materials and support
Ws ve worked successfully with
hundred. of students Full or part
time positions valleble
Call ROBIN NOIVIOIM Coordinator
at (8001342.5118
EASY MONEY..
Up to 5100 to start
WEEKLY PAY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shifts Nailed.
Full Wooed P.O time
Positions In Santa Clara. Wet..
N San Jo.
Medical Dental
Vacation Plan
Interviews Seen to 4 pin
Monday thru Friday
Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scott Blvd

COMPUTERS

8748

sulls Free details E Henderson
Publications. 146 S 10th St. Ste
7, San Jose, CA 95112
STUDENTS! Stan to earn NOW with
my 7 book business klt Real re-

7, San Jose. Ca 95112

Santa Clara
(408)727.9793

THE

BEVERLY HERITAGE HOTEL
Front Office Poeition Fast pee,
work with people Flex Evenings
and weekends Please apply In
person -1820 Barber Lan., Mlipi
tas-intorsection 680 Montague

520-140
THE COLLEGIATE DREAM
per hour part time A dreern corm
California
of
CI...brook
true
looking for marketing reps

Call

(408) 946-1995, Mr Heggarn

HOUSING

SJSU Call 971-2519
ROOMATE WNTD, 4-15, 2 bdrrn apt S
715 St 1-1 2 Wks -comers Mat
lies cent F pref 6260 no 1st, Iasi
dep $686 50 287-34145

POE
OZONE DAMAGE, oil spill. ocean
dumping. Don’t just compleln.
fight back’ CAMPAIGN CAL IFORNIA See pert Ilnw positions. eve
ning h0Offi,1111 hr Call 266-6113

voice mall service, you don’t have
10 1980. your phone number oven
open line Call 11081 968-2523 for
free detail. Call today, Someone
Is waiting lo meet you. (108) (4151
IS’

only $2

EDITORIAL,

RESEARCH SERVICES

Tutoring,

consultation billograpnic materials, and editing NI,
ices Final draught preparation
(415)841-5036

Campus Christian Center, 10th 8
San Carlos For more information
about activitles. ell Rev Norb
Firnhaber .1 2980204
T-SHIRTS .
Earn money for your fraternity,
sorority, club or business by sell
ing silk-screened TShirts with
your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

TRAVEL

Ws Call ANDY at 243-21130

for charts
heads

NEW ORLEANS JAZZ FESTIVAL.
Plane ticket for We S351. April

997-

TYPING
AAAAHA. LOWER RATES & HIGHER
sstislactIon, Are you perfection-

658-1497
WIFE WANTED 21.30 loving tall student,
non-smoker.
Caucasian
wonting children Contact Todd
1.

ist when

graphs

PERSONALS

TYPING

COMMUNITY
Sunday evenings at
6 30£ 500 PM, Campus Chrietlen
Center 10th & San Carlos For
NEWMAN

on

more info about other activities
cell Father Bob La9114 or Sister

FILES

from

more than Wei*
IffOrd proceesing A professional
writer provides creetivity end innovation Low Set rates Call 576

EDITORIAL
SERVICES WP.Pagas
need polishing, Get help from

jects. etc

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES -- RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(401) 971-1563
TYPING WORD

PROCESSING. last
accurate rea.nobki All types of
paws Spell chocking and proof
reading Same day service Betty
247-8068 Santa Clara

tall formals) and Desktop Pub.
ening (resum.
newsletters
filers. etc ) Call PATRICIA In NIL.

AND

WORD

PROCESSING letter quality
printing, copies. etc
CECILIA - (109)2234102
Word
processing
514 hr 62 50
page whichever Isle..’

LOW GL EN (401) 268-5688 (Nave
message)
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING’ 125
wpm Quality guaranteed Competitive rates Tern papers tape

WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journalism graduate
On campus every day
Free spelling
punctuation

transcription

resumes thew,
legal papers, mailing lists. graphics, etc Call (408) 98e5203 today’

L
check
Laser prime
Also, Desktop Publishing

grammar

LETTER QUALITY REPORTS thesis
etc are .sy on protessor I ern
gr.* consclou graduals Very

All formats including

MINIM= NM

MINIM

261-0750
Tenn Nears
Thew etc Laser printer Fr.
grammar spell pum check Reasome. rates. COOCI, turnaround

Profession. Tech Editor with
English Degr. Word Picic.sing

prolessional word processing
Theses. term papers, group pro-

We proof all our work and
lessor print H’ Call 923-3956

14081

TYPE - 406)972.9130

CALL LINDA TODAY for Nperiencrint

Arts

YOUR WORD PRO.
CESSING and Graphics needs
Call KW et T.hnicelly Typing

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grades’ Of course you are A
neatly typed ewer gets a higher

247.2681 8 am &pm for worryfree
professional dajendable service

’Graphic

SERVICING

!war
Call

SHIRLEY at 379-3519 $2 per page
minimum 5 popes

REASONA-

formal. plus API SPELCHEK
punctuation grammar assistance
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM

5104 alter 5 PM

Reasonable

prices Call Diane at 729-9039

EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Term papers re

your word piocessing needs’ We
have issperience In Wordperfect

proNcts

aware. both college greds Specialty in Science and all English
subjects for th... papers, me.
ports resumes. etc Free proo-

MIM

(406)297-3978

MIIIMIN111111111

(Count apprommarely 30 *tiers and spaces for each !me(

Minimum three lines on one day
Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
$580
$530
3 Lines $4 30
$680
4 Lines $530 $630
$730 $770
5 Lines $630
$870
$8.25
6 Lines $7 20
Each Additional Line Add $1 00

Four
Days
$605
$705
$805
$895

Five
Days
$635
$730
$825
$925

Each
Extra
Day
$1 10
$1 30
$1 45
$1 60

11.

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-14 Lines $77 00
5-9 Lines $5500
15 Plus Lines $99 oo

Phone 924-3277

.1111,

411111.11

11111111

j

1

1

1

1

1

1411111i11111

Print Name
Phone

Address
City A. State
Enclosed is $_

-

or

Lines.

Circle a Classification.
Announcements

Greek

Services

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers
For Sale

Housing

Travel

Lost & Found
Personal

Typtng

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

*same

Classtfted Desk Located lestde WLN 102

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San

Prof...se

throughout USA Elam problems

Located in the
Santa Clara San Jose Area
RESUMES-PLUS

WILLOW

grade Error -free peters Impress
profs For this quality, call WRITE.

Ad Rates

111

Judy Ryan at 298-0204
EXAM

Fast -E sport -Dependable
Night Saturdays Rush

Print Your Ad Here

beinl-tummy-moustachebeck.

MASS

AT

filers,

ScannIng

assist

BLE RATES - Need our help’
Cluslity and accuracy guarant.d
Were fast dependable. grammar -

AFFORDABLE

corms to your reports,
thesis.
overiesids,

.Ventura DTP WORDSTAR Pa.

malor

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE
Hamilton
&
Winchester

over-

STUDENTS & PROFESSORS
cell Picture Perf.t Desktop Pub
lishing end Design now for all

01111911MIMMMIIIMIMINIIII

etc ) 15% discount to students &
1.009 Call before Msy 31,1990 &
the 1st appointment Is 1 7 price
with
Unwanted hair dielfppOf

CATHOLIC

slides

ports group papers, resumes, let.
tens, thews etc LW. quality, All

gems.,

English

typing

fing disk storage 251-0149

resumes

gladly

(4081984-5837
Term Paper Resume.
Theses
Personal Bus
Roport
Proposals

GLEN area

and color too’ Plus last

ACADEMIC

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO 1307 MexBomb
Europe,
United
ico,
Slates, Call for low eir far. PerArlene

ml

turnaround and guaranteed woe
Call now PAMELA al 946-3862

26-May 2

service

LISA S TYPING &
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

CAMPUS PICKUP AND DELIVERY All

ch.king. grammar check, editing, powerful graphics program

For more information
please call (415)887.3532

Will

Call RAJU at

1400(2389755

formats) Equipment used Word
Perfect & HPLaser J.tIl Considerable business esperionce and for -

270-

ask &Mut the T WA Getaway
credit card for you and your per

(I15) 9624801

cola. Florkla In Oct TM dates are
10th, 1 lth, 1215$ 13111 For more
Into call John erten at (415)

Serve.

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME!
Wordprocessing to its fullest caprinting,
spell
Laser
wily

U S S BOXER REUNION
Was your Father.
Granddad,
Uncle Cousin, Brother or Friend

6th St . Apt

discounts
EDP
8014 EVELYN

TWA of.

reasonable M.

Phones

punctuation.
and
sentence structure (knowledge
bid on %moisten, APA & Campbell

ceasing -WordPerfect 5 I. postscript law printer Close to camP U. del
ay.
Student
pus

fers SJSU students 10% oft any
published fore Koch.. your
student discount card now! Also

sonalized

& r.untes
w grammar,

pro Report., theses, remailings. etc
sumes, letters
Spell grammar check Wordpro.

San Jose

area

CALL MRS MORTON at 166.9448 for
EDITING WORD PROCESSING
of term papers. rowel) projects

days-

Trust

3817

ono of the 50,000 men who served
on the U S S Boxer CV217 If so.
wears having reunion in Pensa-

Available

IN. weekend. by appt Laser
printer Call ANNA - 972-4992

probe 247.7486, 335 S Bywoixl
Ave

under -grad

Almaden Br.sen
264-4504

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS,

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS’

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM al

&

Unwanted
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
hair removed forever by specialist Confidential Your very men

toll, if

LOOKING FOR a woman who would
be willing to live with a handicapped man as
companion
Call after 4 PM, 298-2308

BARE IT ALL’ Stop allaying, waiting.
tweezing or using chemical Welt
tore. Let In. pormenently re.
move your unwanted hair (chln

MARKETING ASSISTANT, Assist Nth
promoting material ......t WI
promoter, prissenetion Needed
ASAP

Mar six exciting mesuges from
gustily people, or you can record
your own message And with our

Too many report and not
enough lime, RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING. Resumes, term
papers. thee., letters, dc Grad

1

TODAY GONE TOMORROW’

246-7555

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life,
Now you can find love, romance.
or edventure as easily as picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to

APA Laser printer COOCII return
Transcription services melee.

AAA14,

SERVICES

message
ROOM FOR RENT, $186 rno. kitchen
OWN.. I? will. 2 bile born

my care " GWEN CHEL OREN
ft E
559-3500, 1645 5 Bascom
HAIR
Cembell
*C.
A. .

Call

San Jose

CLOSE-UP

carporl
11th St

EXPERIENCED HORSE RIDER’ Trade
rklIng privilisekis for grooming,
298-8718 days 767 3817 tees

66.18 hr

Classified
EYE SPY an enchanted event g to
two Remember, no matter where
you go, there you are RSVP

Anderson. 85 S

cable hook-up
(nr 2807 6725$825 mo Call 788-9157 John or
complete
or
please
Martha

The 49ers confirmed the agreement but did not disclose details of
the deal.

Roberts Bookstore

FOR RENT. large 2 bent 1 bath, re
modeled clean and quiet &KUoty building oft street parking
security en.
laundry facilities
trance
790 S

Bills player to be lost under the
NFL’s Plan B free-agency system.
The deal reportedly includes a
5250.000 signing bonus, a base
salary tof 5500.000, relocation expenses and other expenses.
The deal would represent an increase of more than 5200.000 over
what he was to be paid by the Bills
for the 1990 season.

etc 24 different books availed., at
Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) &

sults Fre. Details E Henderson
Publications, 146 S 10th Si,Ste

I -805482.7555. NI S-1062

INFERNO BBS
SNI, 300 1200 2400 baud, M..,
gosh & IBM Ilbrerle. 25 phone
liniss, multi-user ch.. (408) 395’
3721, (406) 395-5378. (408) 9799035. (415) 964-80113. (415) 85E-

STUDENTS, Start to earn NOW with
my 7-6006 business Mt Real re-

Smerlas said. "If ’s a perfect situation - great ownership, great
coaching, you could name ’em all.
There’s no guarantee you’re going
to win a Super Bowl ring just because you have the best team in
football, but their situation is the
hest situation in football."
Smerlas said he’d be "like a kid
in a candy store" playing with the
49ers. "I’d be on a team with a
bunch of stars. I have a lot of respect for those guys."
Smerlas was the fifth Buffalo

neering courses, E1T. Calculus,
DE, LA. Gen 0 -Chem. Physics,

976-2002
sny

CAVE SECURITY

MOO

rent & newer posItion References required Northern Calif
Nannies. 4546 El Camino Real,

LOANS up to 52500""
(Subject to credit approval) Cali
SQUARE
FED.
WASHINGTON
ERAL Credit Union at OW 947

1235 Oskme. PlAwy

Apply at

Arsa Pease call 2974403

S7 951.11. you where t0506 whet
to ask for at local *gentles who
wIll lissIst you free of charge

English Japanese positions No
F., PERSONA. (408)453-0505

ATTENTION-HIRING’ Govt’ jobs- your
area 517.640-S89.485 Call 1402-

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
with growing retail company"..

study, field of interest, or hobby

people interested In Silas, Acct
Engr . Admin Support & Bilingual

EARN MONEY reeding
books’ 032,000 year income potential Details 11)802438-1885

ATTENTION

own career with ono of the fastest
growing businesses In the Bay

KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your airport’s., knowledge In your

PERSONA is part of an INTL NETWORK with offices worldwide in
the Bay Area. we re looking for

L.

Tarkanian
suspension
is called off

SPARTA \

Daily staff kfmlOr

SPARTAN DAILY

f

Jose. California 95192

mmimmimim

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dales only
No refunds on cancelled ads

6

j
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Elections: Results in
p,ixe 1
they may have helped. Many
decided to look at the claims and
come up with theu own decision "
Current A.S Vice president Jim
Walters was one of Washington’s
opponents.
Asked how he thought
Washington would do as A.S.
president, Walters said, "God help
us all."
Walters said last week that he
believed himself to be the front
runner in the race for A.S. president.
"I wasn’t enough of a showman."
Walters explained, after he heard
that he’d lost.
David William Myers II, the other
candidate, was unavailable for
comment.
Asked whether Walters or Myers
would be allowed places in the A.S.
under his presidency, Washington
said, "I say to both Jim Walters as
well as David William Myers, they
ran an outstanding campaign. 1
respect both of them. I want to work
with both of them and the people
they represent."
Asked if he would continue
involvement in AS., Walters said,
"I don’t know about A.S
On
campus there’s a lot I’m going to
do."
In other races:
Kristi Nowak beat Vince Rogers
in the race for A.S. vice president.
"First of all. I’m going to work

Releasing tension

on fulfilling all the promises I
made," Nowak said, "making the
A.S. more accessable and finding
out how to do that."
Gabriel Rabanal was knocked
out of the race for director of
business affairs. There will be a runoff between Yogi Chugh and
Magdelena Aldana.
Blair Whitney defeated Mitch
Schmidtke in the race for director of
community affairs.
In another three-man race for
director of student rights and
responsibilities, Stephen Goodman
beat Mujceb Rafiuddin, and Cid
Galindo.
There will also be a run-off
between Jean Pierre Fusenig and
Lisa Demi, both write-in candidates,
for the office of director of intercultural affairs.
Running unopposed, Jennie
Reyes became the next A.S.
controller, Todd Layering became
the new director of academic affairs,
Rachelle Morgan -Lewis took the
office of director of non-traditional
minority affairs, Gina Sutherst
became the director of student
services, Marci Pedrazzi became the
director of California state affairs,
Damian Trujillo retained the office
of director of communications, Eric
Hladilek became an academic
senator, and Xavier Soriano became
the director of ethnic affairs.

Marcia Lepler

Dale Dubach. a participant in a leisure services massage class, relases during a demonstration by instructor Ellen Day. The class emphasizes massage of the head, neck and shoulders and is one of three

Daily staff photographer

in the series of massage classes. Dubach. a residence hall community
director, via% one of approsimateb 12 participants is ho practiced on
each other. Bax is a professional masseuse and an SW student.

Organizations
boycott AIDS Officials attempt to curb cruising
conference
\% \SI 1INGTON (Al’)
Organizations are lining up to boycott
an international conference on
AIDS in San Francisco this summer, fueling calls for President
Bush to MI immigration restrictions on people infected with the
AIDS virus,
The White House, however, has
been trying to deflect the heat to
Congress. saying the administration has done all its authority allow.,
The French and Swiss have said
they won’t send official delegations to the Sixth International
Conference on AIDS in June.
The Furopean Parliament also
has called on European scientists
not to attend because of the U.S.
immigration policy, and other organizations
including
the
League of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies
have declined to participate.
AIDS activists had hoped Bush
would use his appearance today
twfore the National Business Leadership Conference on AIDS his
t list major speech on AIDS
to
,,ddiess the isir issue. but a White
I, ’ii
Tolsc%)),unan said he

would not. He planned to talk
about "compassion ... and hope,"
she said.
The immigration restriction was
ordered by Congress, which
passed legislation in 1987 directing
that infection with HIV the
human immunodeficiency virus
be added to
that causes AIDS
the list ot contagious diseases used
to prevent foreigners from entering
the United States,
The White House last year
adopted a policy granting 30-day
waivers for people to attend conferences or get medical attention.
It also has expedited waivers for
people planning to attend the San
Francisco conference.
The waiver process was designed to ensure confidentiality.
with no permanent identity ing
mark on a person’s passport, said
White House spokeswoman Alixe
Glen.
"We have done everything
within our executive powers to facilitate travel to this country for the
conference." Ms. Glen said.
As to HIV being on the list of
excludable diseases, "it’s a congressional law. It’s up to Con.1-155" chanee it. she said.

ROTC: Disputing policy
I. ions page 1

"AI that happened in large
enough numbers, it would pressure
them into. . .changing their pollc) "
CM’
Northridge
President
James Cleary must endorse the factilt) senate policy by April 23 if the
RI IR’ is to he removed front campus,
said
Salisbury
Ann
spokes%) ()man for the campus
Clear), is seeking legal ads ice on
his decision from CSU General
Counsel 1,oer Chapman. said Salisbury
Usuall the president signs all
facult) senate recommendations.
said Salisbury. "hut this is one that

requires wither input
Chapman could not be reached
for comment Wednesday.
Salisbury said Cleary was told
by his own adviser that removing
ROTC could result in the loss of
$10 million in federal funding to
the campus.
The policy, which was approved
hy a 44 to 15 vote, would "terminate the operation of the present
ROTC program" on the campus.
Reinstatement of the program
would he considered "when the
discriminatory policies of the
Armed Forces are no longer in effect. ’ ’

Fees: Helping programs
trooliioge/
band and updated equipment for
tan Daily Tuesday
KSJS and the Spartan Daily.
’’I low can you run a campaign
"The equipment that you train
for something that you do not be- on should be comparable to the
lieve in?" Boothe asked.
equipment that will be used later in
Boothe said that what Washing- life." Boothe said.
ton did was "unethical" and that
"IRA is a vital program,..
he should not have accepted the
joh unless he supported the initia- according to Samandrea. "It has a
direct effect on how students will
tive.
The increased funds would pro- be in the job world."
vide improved conditions for the
The issue is "whether the sill
instructually related activities.
dents want to put money into then
Improvements could include own programs." said Boothe.
new costumes for the theater arts
"There is not enough money to
department. improved equipment
and new uniforms for the athletic go around, ’ Santandrea said.
teams, new instruments for the "We are living on a subsistence
music department and marching level right now."

The ordinances, which require a
MODESTO (API The Central California city that inspired the second reading before becoming
film "American Graffiti" is seek- law, would he enforced only when
ing to shed its reputation as the cars could not advance from 100
Cruising Capital with a pair of or- yards back through an intersection
dinances limiting the gasoline-guz- within two traffic light cycles or
five minutes, or if traffic moved at
zling pastime.
The City Council unanimously less than 5 mph.
’My personal opinion is that
approved the companion rules
Tuesday night after listening to tes- moderate cruising will still exist
timony that ran nearly 3 to 1
against the proposals. Teen-agers,
most of whom were born after the
release of the 1973 film directed by
Modesto-n at ise George I ,ucas,
said they cruise the popular McWASHINGTON (API The
Henry Avenue for the same mo- nation should put more money into
tives as their parents and grandpa- research on aging so Americans
rents: to show off their cars and can enjoy a healthy "senior
boom" when the baby boom genmeet dates.
"I’m 17 years old and I’ve eration gets older, an advocacy
waited all my life to cruise," said group said today.
"Serious gaps in research are
Billy Moorehead. "You can’t get
rid of us. We’re going to stay."
placing the successful aging and
Under the ordinances, motorists independence of older Americans
passing specific checkpoints more at risk." the Alliance for Aging
than once in a four-hour period Research reported.
The alliance, which is supported
would face fines ranging from $75by businesses and foundations,
$250.
Pedestrians,
who
routinely said the nation is pouring increasgather on sidewalks and in parking ing amounts of money into "sick
lots along the strip. would risk care" for older Americans while it
equal fines for loitering between 6 fails to adequately finance research
to help the elderly stay healthy.
p.m. and 6 a.m.

along McHenry.’’ said Police
Chief Gerald McKinsey.
The police department, which
drafted the proposals, claims patrol
officers can’t reach trouble spots
when as many as 5.(8/0 cars clog
McHenry Avenue many weekend
nights.
More than half of all assaults
along McHenry Avenue and 78

percent of all drug arrests are made
during the peak cruising hours,
McKinsey said.
Supporters of the rules contend
that the pastime popularized in the
1950s is no longer good-natured
when influenced by the 1990s
problems of vandalism, drugs and
gangs. They would rather it join
sock hops as an object of nostalgia.

More funding for seniors called for
"Compared to the health care
costs attributed to older Americans, there is a wide and growing
gap in our commitment to find
cures and prevent ions," the group
said in a report.
It said that as the baby boom
generation turns into the "senior
boom" in the next century. older
Americans will account for onehalf of a health care hill approaching 52 uillion a year.
The alliance called for spending
SI billion a year on research to
help prevent, postpone or cure
chronic conditions that affect older
Americans. This would require a
5600 million -a-year increase in research on aging. and would bring

research funding on aging up to par
with that for other major health
concerns such as cancer. AIDS and
heart research, it said.
"The successes in health and
medicine in the 20th century have
primarily saved lives in youth and
middle age." the report said. "Advances affecting the cure and prevention of chronic illnesses in late
life have been few."
Americans age 65 and older represent more than 12 percent of the
population, and the oldest-old,
those 85 and older, represent the
fastest-growing segment of the
popu I at ion .
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